The objective of this study is to present and to analyze preliminary orientation design factors in the design stage of sustainable architecture in the viewpoint of technocentrism. Typically people interpret solar energy system architecture as simply being part of a mechanical system. Yet, even before considering energy-consuming physical systems in buildings, it is very important to consider the outer parameters of sustainable design factors and the design process itself for the effective and suitable energy-saving design methodology. By analyzing the evolving phases and history of technocentrism and solar energy systems in sustainable architecture through examples and case studies, this paper focuses on and proposes preliminary orientation design factors that should be considered when starting the architectural design process in the viewpoint of technocentrism.
Introduction
When we think of heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems, we generally think of them as automatic energy input systems, with their technologies being integrally combined with their facilities. We take it for granted that these systems need a certain amount of energy to create comfortable environment. While, solar radiation in the form of light can replace electricity, in reality much of the energy used to power buildings is still generated inefficiently, and unsustainably using nuclear energy and fossil fuels. At the level of architectural planning, designers need to increase their awareness and employment of sustainable design processes when approaching a project in the viewpoint of technocentrism.
We can find the sustainable architecture case of wisdom from the past and nature. Before 
The Concept of Technocentrism
Ecocentrism is an expression used to indicate a nature-centered, as opposed to a human-centered (socio-human centrism), system of values as shown in Table 1 Firstly, using natural convection currents.
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There is also the technique of using a wind-load canopy, using the double skin envelope for convection currents, and using a water space for cool convection currents flow in front of the building. This can include inducing water inside the building and using mass manipulation to trace the trajectory of the sun's path. In the case of the Malaysian architect, Ken Yeang, he often uses building mass-cutting and planting tracing the trajectory of the sun's path.
Yeang is discussed further in Section 4. Secondly, a 35-degree slanted glazing system combined with a passive louver is one of the easiest ways to achieve energy gain in the winter time and avoidance from the sun in the summer time (Fig. 2) . A double skin leave through a window at roof level (Fig. 3) . 
Sustainable Architecture Orientation for Technocenrism
One of the easiest and cheapest approaches for energy gain from natural resources is sun-orientation. The building contains some core preliminary ideas, such as a smooth building skin, cooling-fins (engine cylinder cooling fins), and terraces to reduce wind vertexes (Fig. 6 ). 
